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About This Content

New package with racing track, new cars, parts and possibilities for all car maniacs!

1/4 mile track

3 new cars

supercharged engines

new shop with performance parts

dyno with chip tuning

engine swaps
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Initially, I was just starting to play this game, she was excellent proctically in everything and was much better than she is now.
***New Edit*** Because of the news about the 1.1 patch, I have changed the status of my review. Being able to equip multiple
cosmetics per catagory make it much more worth it imo. Thanks!

\u2014\u2014(edit)\u2014\u2014-
Yeah, support the devs with it. But the devs should also add the ability to equip multiple cosmetics. If I have a goatee, let me
wear some glasses with it. Make it worth it fellas. They make this happen, I will thumb it up without question.

\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014

15 dollars so you can have a beard.

pretty bad dlc.. So far, this game has proven to be quite difficult and yet still extremely fun and well worth my time, unlike
some other games which I got bored fairly quickly.

This game is fun and well paced, and yet, I'm not even up to my first boss, which is what I usually want, to find a game where
even the first level can be potentially difficult if you are not careful.

I reccommend this to anyone who loves platformers, and loves a good fight, it is like the God of War series because you get to
beat the crap out of everything, which for me is a big part of the reason I play many games.. Just doesnt work DO NOT BUY. A
fun puzzle game backed with great, relaxing music.. Typical asset flippers, plus the game is buggy as hell and the story is crap I
hate this kind of developers.. This game had potential, the screenshots/tutorial really don't represent what this game is like. The
action sequences are dramatized, in no instance are you forced to take cover/duck and weave, Just maintain forward movement
and you won't get hit.

The game has some interesting takes on features but nothing new what VRtoolkit offers. Level design is terrible. assets are
inconsistent with detail/style. Sound design is abysmal.

enemy Ai is non-existent, simple look at and fire. enemies will shoot indefinitely at walls/barricades.

overall 2/10, Nice Assetflip.
I felt generous because maybe the locomotion may of taken 1-2 day to program/test
Not a $30 game, 99cents-$2 if that.
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This game has plent of potential. The story telling is reminiscent of Ace Combat 5: The Unsung War. All beautifully painted
images against the backdrop of a young and desperate sounding narrative. I feel that this game is superbly constructed
considering their budget. It is nice to see the futuristic tone for all of the vehicles and weaponry done in a believable way. It is
like the battlefield series with a little less polish but a lot more moxy. I hope for a sequel to this series with updated developers
tools and a more seasoned staff (which i am sure they are now).. Stupid and ♥♥♥♥♥♥.. Don't get me wrong, this game is
entertaining. It has pleasant visuals, good sound design, creepy atmosphere filled with symbolism, and an interesting concept
behind it. However, there are two things which hold me back from recommending it:

1.  Many puzzles either have illogical solution or don't accept obvious solutions. A small example: a character A
gives you a letter and asks to give it to their crush\u2014without disclosing who said crush is. However, there's
another character B who is the same species as A and who is quite obviously pining for them. So you hand out
the letter to B, right? Wrong. You put the letter into a mailbox in a world completely different to the one A or B
inhabit. After which the letter, apparently, gets sent to B, who gives you a reward when you speak to them the next
time. In that example it's at least possible to deduce a solution even though it requires an unnecessary middleman, but
there are several situations where you forced to go through every item in your inventory near every single NPC
because you are stuck, especially if you want to 100% complete the game (which is possible to do in four hours, as you
can see).

2.  Yume Nikki did it better. I bet this is not the first review you've seen that points this out, but seriously, pick
up\u2014entirely for free!\u2014Yume Nikki (or Yume 2kki if you've completed the original) and enjoy just as
atmospheric experience with a heavier focus on exploration, much more varied worlds and more content overall. 
Strange Telephone has better graphics, but that's the only thing going for it in this small competition.. This is an
interesting game. A walking simulator with a few puzzles and an interesting narrative that unfolds through cassette
tapes. Watching 2001 a Space Odyssey will help in understanding the ending. It is not very well optomized and even on
a good computer with a 1070 I had to keep the settings low and still got judder from time to time. Overall though it
was an interesting experience, a well told story, a good story, and it has an atmosphere good enough to pull you out of
your room and into its world.. Rise of Venice is a good game overall. The graphics are wonderful and seemless. The
realistic economic system that changes with supply and demand is difficult to master but is a godsend once you do,
raking large profits. I found that this game is pretty fun over all and while I can't sit and play it for hours on end, I
can easily see myself coming back time and time again to play.
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